
TRYST – Virtual Freshers 
Date: 17TH February 2021 

No. of participants: 42 

Report/Brief description: The virtual fresher was organized for our 

bright new entrants to break the ice and shrug off shyness and create 

bonhomie with the seniors of the same department. The event 

consisted of 3 rounds on the basis of which Freshers were awarded 

various titles. 

 The event started with ROUND 1: Fresher’s introduction. All the 

freshers introduced themselves and told everyone their hobbies and 

interests. After the introduction part, the virtual games began.  

The first game was – ‘Guess the Song’. The titles of few Bollywood 

songs were translated to English and the students had to guess the 

real song and write it in the chat box first and with correct spellings. All 

the freshers as well as the department teachers enjoyed the game. 

After this, we started with our second game- ‘Guess the Gibberish’. In 

this game, the players were given some gibberish texts which when 

spoken together, sounded like the titles of Bollywood songs and 

movies. Almost all the movies/songs were guessed correctly. 

Next was ROUND 2: Scavenger Hunt. In this round, players were given 

a basic condition according to which they had to bring things (Say, a 

yellow object, a black pen, etc.) and show it to the seniors by showing 

the objects in their camera. Players who brought the suitable things 

first were given points.  

Then the event was taken forward by another game named ‘Guess the 

Movie’. In this game, few hints were given in the form of pictures of 



objects/dialogues used in that particular movie or in its song, players 

had to guess the correct movie and write it in the chat box correctly. 

Then came another game titled ‘Mismatched’. This game included 

pictures of two celebrities mixed together. Players had to guess the 

name of both celebrities. Freshers played and succeeded in this game 

too. 

Then came the FINAL ROUND: 15 QUESTIONS. In this round, players 

had to play in pairs. One would think of a celebrity and the other can 

ask 15 indirect questions from his/her partner to get an idea of his/her 

guess. The one who will give the correct answer will get points. This 

was a challenging round and was done with their cameras and 

microphones on. 

Finally, the last game of the day was- ‘Never Have I Ever’. In this game, 

everyone was asked to bring water/cold drinks in a glass. Then they 

were asked funny questions, if they did the thing asked, they must 

take a sip. This was a game full of laughter and fun. 

Then came the end of the virtual Freshers and the results were 

announced. Various titles were awarded to the students based on 

their performance. 

Ms. Fresher’s: Navya Jain 

Mr. Fresher’s: Amiya Tyagi 

Ms. Well Dressed: Arya 

Mr. Well Dressed: Dhananjay 

Mr. Handsome: Ananth 

Ms. Graceful: Pooja 

Ms. Entertaining: Gargi Jain 

Mr. Entertaining: Pranav Sodhi 



 
 


